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WAIT! BEFORE YOU PUT
ON YOUR MASK...
Please wash & dry your mask on hot before you try it on or wear it. Masks made of organic linen and
cotton should be washed in a delicates bag and tumble dried on low or air dried in the sun.These
masks are made tight woven cotton with a comfortable cotton or cotton blend liner. Fabric has been
prewashed to prevent shrinking but for safety & sanitation, please wash before trying on. The
adjustable strap keeps your mask secure, comfortable and away from your ears and glasses.

SHAPE YOUR MASK
There is a wire along the top seam of the mask to keep the mask secure to your face & nose and be
more accommodating for use with glasses.
Use the ties to adjust the tightness around your face and ensure that it does not move around while
you are out. To avoid sliding, I recommend wearing the top band on the top of your head like a
headband. Keep the bottom ties slightly loose, do not pull these too tight or it will pull the mask off
your nose when you talk. To keep the mask tight to your face, slide the top corners of the mask up the
tie, closer to the top of your ears. The band should be snug across the top of your head. Adjust the
nose wire so it is placed securely against your nose, cheeks, and under your glasses. You may need to
adjust the bottom ties or wire around the nose to secure it in one place.

Thanks For Purchasing a Mask!
I would love to see how you are liking your masks once they are washed and fitted. Follow me on
social media and send me a message or tag me in a photo!
When you share a photo of your mask on social media and let others know where you got it, you will
receive a coupon code for $5 off any masks, wellness services or future handmade products coming to
my online shop! Make sure to tag me @akhandcraftedkitchen on facebook or instagram.
To read my health supporting tips during this time- join the newsletter & follow along my wellness
blog: www.theakkitchen.com

NOTE:
This cloth mask does not include a space for a filter. It includes a non-tarnishing, non-rusting metal
wire used for shaping, as a result it may not be suitable for sterilization in an autoclave. Please refer
to your workplace guidelines when using a mask in the workplace.

